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This research is the fourth wave of our Mood Of The Nation surveys which have taken place 

between March 2020 and January 2021. They aim to capture the thoughts and feelings of 

consumers in times of social and economic changes.

We asked a series of questions to consumers around attitudes towards everyday British life 

to understand the problems we currently face during the Cost of Living Crisis. The 

fieldwork took place from the 6th May to 13th May 2022. 

The research was undertaken using an online questionnaire given to members of our Core4

and 4Youth community. The total sample size was 1,215 respondents. 

Methodology
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The Headlines

Almost everyone has been impacted by the Cost of Living Crisis
Over 9 in 10 say they are affected. 44% say they are troubled and 16% are angry at the current situation. 

There is widespread discontent with the UK political scene
30% say they are troubled and 28% are angry about UK politics. Only 11% recorded positive responses. 

Consumer behaviour is adapting to economic challenges
83% agree that they want to make the most out of offers and discounts, and 60% agree that they are 

going to reduce the amount they shop. 

The crisis has influenced a diversity of purchase decisions for consumers
17% said their international holiday plans had been impacted, while 25% have had clothing purchases 

affected.

There is little optimism for times ahead
Nearly half feel troubled about the future. Only 6% say they are optimistic.

May 2022, n=1215 adults 16+



Temperature 

Check
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93% say they are 

affected by the Cost of 

Living Crisis

6%

60%

33%

Not affected Slightly affected Very affected

Q: First things first - to what extent do you feel affected by the cost of 

living crisis? May 2022, n=1215 adults 16+

• 98% of over-75s and 25-34s report being affected, the 

highest response from any age band. 

• In comparison, 87% of 16-24s say they have been affected. 

• 45% of respondents with a family income under £20,000 a 

year report being very affected. 

• Compared to only 9% of people with a family income over 

£75,000 a year say they are very affected.
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Negative feeling is higher than in the start of 

Lockdown in 2020

15%
31%

38%

60%

13%

85%

69%
62%

40%

87%

Mar-2020 MOTN - Start of

Lockdown

June-2020 MOTN - Some

COVID restrictions

removed

Jan-2021 MOTN - End of

January lockdown and

booster rollout

Feb-22* - All COVID

Restrictions Lifted

May-22 - CoL Crisis

Net Positive

Net Negative

Source: March 2020 MOTN (n=1211). June 2020 MOTN (n=1066). January 2021 MOTN (n=936). June 2022 MOTN (n=1215). (Feb-22* data pulled from retrospective question in the June 2022 

MOTN survey, n=1215)
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And optimism has plummeted since 

January 2021

26%

10%

5%

13%

8% 8%

2%

24%

4%

0% 0%

24%

4%

8%

4%

1%

9%

2%

30%

9% 8%

2%

44%

16%

12%
10%

5% 4%
3% 2% 2%

1% 0%

Troubled Angry Afraid Unhappy Sad Relaxed Secure Optimistic Content Happy Elated

Jan-2021 MOTN

Feb-22* - Restrictions Lifted

May-22 - COL Crisis

Optimism has decreased 

28pp since lockdown 

restrictions were lifted

The number of people 

recording feeling troubled 

has gone up 20pp

87% of responses 

were negative

Source: January 2021 MOTN (n=936) and June 2022 MOTN (n=1215). Feb-22* data pulled from retrospective question in the June 2022 MOTN survey, n=1215)
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Some of the most 

commonly used words 

included…

COST
Used 93 times

GOVERNMENT
Used 95 times

FOOD
Used 74 times

PRICES
Used 63 times

MONEY
Used 60 times

ENERGY
Used 58 times

Why do they feel the way 

they do?

“I won't be 

affected hugely 

by it, even though 

I feel a squeeze”

“Rises in prices for 

households but 

companies 

continue to make 

huge profits”

“I have never 

worried about 

money but now 

it’s all I think 

about”
“Maybe 

things will get 

better sooner 

than later”

“Things just seem 

to get worse by the 

day. Every time I 

shop, prices have 

risen, petrol is very 

expensive”

“Not enough is 

being done to 

offset the impact 

of the crisis, 

especially to help 

those on low 

incomes”

Again, if you'd like to please share why you feel this way n=649



UK Political 

Scene
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89% feel negatively towards the current 

political scene

30%

28%

19%

7%
5%

4% 3% 3%

1% 0% 0%

Troubled Angry Unhappy Sad Afraid Optimistic Relaxed Content Secure Elated Happy

“No one 

seems to 

know what 

they're 

doing“

“It is what it is. 

There’s nothing 

individually that I 

can do, so just 

have to make the 

best of it”

“It is one 

thing after 

another!”
“I think the 

UK is in a 

good place 

to recover”

Q If you'd like to, please share why you feel this way:(Skip this one if you prefer) N=679



And one in five people voted for a different 

party than their last vote in the local 

election
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53%

20%

18%

6%

Same party as last vote

Different party to last vote

Chose not to vote

Prefer not to say

Q...and seeing as local elections took place this week, how did you vote?”.  Ineligible (e.g. ‘There was no election in 

my area’ and <1% responses excluded. N=770 (May 2022 Local Elections)



Consumer 

Behaviour
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Consumers want to find cheaper alternatives to their usual brands and purchases

Over 8 in 10 agree that they want to make the 

most out of discounts and offers

Over half are 

looking for 

cheaper 

brands to their 

usual “go-to’s”

73% agree that 

brands have a 

responsibility 

to make 

products 

affordable 

1 in 6 agree 

that they will 

reduce the 

amount they 

shop due to the 

Cost of Living 

Crisis

Q We’d now like to know about your shopping habits during the cost of living crisis – to what extent do you agree/disagree with these statements? N=1215
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42% currently 

prefer shopping 

online, whilst 

only 32% are 

open to start 

shopping for 

secondhand 

items.

Over half are concerned that 

they won’t be able to spend on 

their hobbies or leisure 

Nearly 4 in 10 agree that 

sustainable purchasing is 

important to them, regardless 

of the cost. 

51% 42% 38% 32% 29%

I am worried I 

won’t be able to 

spend money on 

my leisure and 

interests

Online shopping is

currently more

appealing than in-

person

Sustainable

purchasing is

important to me,

regardless of cost

I would like to start

shopping for more

second-hand

items

I want high quality

products,

regardless of cost

Agree

Q We’d now like to know about your shopping habits during the cost of living crisis – to what extent do you agree/disagree with these statements? N=1215
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23%

16%

13%
11%

21%

11%

4%

33%

23%

19%

16%
13%

12%

8%

14%
13%

8% 7%
5% 6%

8%

Stopped shopping for

non-essentials

Stopped going out for

food and drink

Cancelled

subscriptions

(magazines,

beauty/grooming,

drink, etc.)

Cancelled/changed

holiday plans

Cancelled TV

streaming service

subscription

Ended charity

donations

Cancelled gym/sports

centre memberships

I am thinking about doing this

I have done this

I did this before the crisis

Nearly half 
have stopped 

shopping for 

non-essentials 

with a further 

32% thinking 

about doing this 

due to the Cost 

of Living Crisis

Nearly 4 in 10 have stopped 

going out for food or drink

Over 1 in 10 are thinking 

about cancelling or changing 

holiday plans
Q Next up, have you done any of these 

things during the cost of living crisis? n-

=1215
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42% have bought cheaper brands with 23%
already doing this before the Cost of Living Crisis 

12%

11%

12%

8%

24%

11%

8%

14%

5%

9%

16%

15%

8%

16%

31%

42%

4%

4%

11%

22%

14%

22%

13%

23%

Looked to move house

Looked for new job

Changed your regular supermarket

Used public transport more

Changed your energy supplier

Bought second hand clothing

Reduced takeaway/food delivery

orders

Bought cheaper brands

I am thinking about doing this I have done this I did this before the crisis

44% have reduced takeaway or food 

delivery orders

Nearly 4 in 10 have bought second 

hand clothing

37% have used public transport more

Nearly a quarter have been thinking 

about changing energy supplier 

Q ...and similarly, have you done any of these during the cost of living crisis? ? N=1215
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42% have been 

using less gas 

and energy to 

combat rising 

prices, whilst 

23% did this 

before the Cost 

of Living crisis

A quarter have driven less 

18%

11% 10% 10%
13%

7% 7%

42%

25%
22%

18%
17%

10%

6%

23%

16%

43%

21% 21%
19%

3%

Reduced

gas/energy

use

Driven less Started home

cooking

Walked or

cycled more

(e.g. to work)

Started baking Started having

packed lunch

at work

Taken on a

second

job/more

hours

I am thinking about doing this I have done this I did this before the crisis

And to what extent have you 

done any of these during the 

cost of living crisis? N=1215



Impacts of CoL

Crisis on Life 

Plans



Household and personal purchases have 

been the most affected
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Buy new 

clothes/

accessories

Make a 

household 

purchase

Buy a luxury 

item (e.g. 

jewellery)

Undergo 

major home 

renovations

Buy a luxury 

item

“I’d planned this 

and it has been 

impacted”
25% 18% 18% 17% 13%

“I’d planned this 

and it hasn’t

been impacted”
25% 29% 11% 11% 10%

Q Below is a list of plans that people may make. Which statement best describes whether the cost of living crisis has impacted each plan of yours? Allocate 

each option to the statement most relevant to you. N=1215



Holidays and major purchases have also 

been notably impacted by the crisis
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Book a UK 

holiday

Book a holiday 

abroad

Make a big 

tech 

purchase 

Book a city 

break
Buy a car

“I’d planned this 

and it has been 

impacted”
17% 17% 16% 14% 12%

“I’d planned this 

and it hasn’t

been impacted”
25% 15% 12% 16% 17%

Q Below is a list of plans that people may make. Which statement best describes whether the cost of living crisis has impacted each plan of yours? Allocate 

each option to the statement most relevant to you. N=1215



The crisis impacted on life plans, 

especially on financial investments 
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Make a 

financial 

investment

Retire Start studying
Start a new 

job

Start a 

business

“I’d planned this 

and it has been 

impacted”
13% 9% 7% 7% 3%

“I’d planned this 

and it hasn’t

been impacted”
10% 9% 7% 4% 2%

Q Below is a list of plans that people may make. Which statement best describes whether the cost of living crisis has impacted each plan of yours? Allocate 

each option to the statement most relevant to you. N=1215



The crisis has affected a small number of 

family plans
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Move house Buy a house Get a pet
Get engaged/

married
Start a family

“I’d planned this 

and it has been 

impacted”
8% 7% 7% 2% 2%

“I’d planned this 

and it hasn’t

been impacted”
5% 4% 6% 1% 1%

Q Below is a list of plans that people may make. Which statement best describes whether the cost of living crisis has impacted each plan of yours? Allocate 

each option to the statement most relevant to you. N=1215



Looking 

forward
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When asked about the future, many remain 

pessimistic…

Q Similar to the earlier questions, which word best describes how you feel about the coming months regarding the cost of living crisis? N=1215

17%
Responded 

positively

5%

7%

8%

14%

48%

83% 
Responded 

negatively 

0%
0%

3%
3%

5%
6%

Troubled

Secure

Relaxed

Optimistic

Sad

Angry

Unhappy

Afraid

Content

Happy

Elated

• 52% of those whose family income is 

under £20,000 feel troubled.

• 91% of disabled participants responded 

negatively. 

• 24% of 16-34s responded positively

versus 12% of 35-54s.



Q Similar to the earlier questions, which word best describes how you feel about the coming months regarding the cost of living crisis? N=1215

Though younger and older age groups are slightly 

more likely to feel positive about the future

28%
16% 13% 15% 14%

22% 19%

72%
84% 87% 85% 86%

78% 81%

16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+

Negative

Positive



Summary

Almost everyone has been affected by the Cost 

of Living Crisis

Nearly 9 in 10 feel negatively towards the current 

political scene

Optimism has decreased 28pp since lockdown 

restrictions were lifted

Despite the discontent with the political scene, 

over half still voted for the same party as before

83% want to make 

the most of discounts 

whilst 1 in 6 agree 

that they will reduce 

the amount they 

shop due to the Cost 

of Living Crisis

25% say that their 

clothing and 

accessory purchases  

have been impacted 

by the cost of living

48% feel troubled

about the future 

whilst 16-24s and 

65-74s are slightly 

more likely to feel 

positively about the 

future than other age 

groups



Thanks for reading!
Any questions about the survey? Email: 

Jamie Bains: jbains@channel4.co.uk

Natalie Hobkirk: nhobkirk@channel4.co.uk

mailto:jbains@channel4.co.uk
mailto:nhobkirk@channel4.c.ouk
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Appendix



Consumers want to find cheaper alternatives to 

their usual brands and purchases

31

5%

31%

2%

5%

2%

10%

32%

5%

13%

2%

25%

22%

18%

28%

12%

36%

10%

35%

33%

33%

24%

4%

39%

21%

50%

Strongly disagree Slightly disagree Neither agree or disagree

Slightly Agree Strongly Agree Did not answer

“I want to make the 

most out of discounts 

and offers”

“I am looking for 

cheaper alternatives 

to my usual brands 

and shops”

“Right now, brands 

have a responsibility 

to keep products 

affordable”

“I’m not sure how to 

find cheaper shopping 

options”

“I am going to reduce 

the amount I shop for 

generally”

54% looking for cheaper brands

83% want to make the most of discounts

Q We’d now like to know about your shopping habits during the cost of living crisis – to what extent do you agree/disagree with these statements? N=1215
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Results vary for purchasing influences outside 

of economic necessity

10%

13%

12%

17%

17%

12%

19%

15%

16%

25%

26%

31%

41%

26%

29%

31%

28%

20%

23%

24%

20%

9%

12%

19%

5%

Strongly disagree Slightly disagree Neither agree or disagree

Slightly Agree Strongly Agree Did not answer

“I want high quality 

products, regardless of 

cost”

“Online shopping is 

currently more 

appealing than in-

person”

“I would like to start 

shopping for more 

second-hand items”

“Sustainable 

purchasing is important 

to me, regardless of 

cost”

“I am worried I won’t be 

able to spend money on 

my leisure and 

interests”

42% currently prefer online shopping

51% are concerned about being able to spend on leisure

Q We’d now like to know about your shopping habits during the cost of living crisis – to what extent do you agree/disagree with these statements? N=1215
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Many are cutting back on spending altogether 

in response to the crisis

8% 11%
6%

14% 11%
21%

8%

17%

22%

13%

19% 23%

26%

7%

23%
16%

13%

11%

21%

11%

4%

33%
23%

19%

16%

13%
12%

8%

14%

13%

8%

7%

5% 6%

8%

5%

16%

40%
34%

27% 24%

65%
Not applicable to me

I did this before the crisis

I have done this

I am thinking about doing this

I'm unlikely to do this

I will not do this

Cancelled TV 

streaming service 

subscription

Ended charity 

donations

Cancelled 

gym/sports centre 

memberships

Cancelled 

subscriptions 

(magazines, 

drink etc.)

Stopped going 

out for food 

and drink

Cancelled/changed 

holiday plans

Stopped 

shopping for non-

essentials

Q Next up, have you done any of these things during the cost of living crisis? n-=1215
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Some have tried to adapt their spending – 42% 

have started buying cheaper brands

5% 5%

17% 21%
12%

20%
15%

36%

13%
9%

23%

33%

18%
10%

28%

16%

14%

8%

11%

12%

8%
11%

24%
12%

42%

31%

16%

16%

15% 9%

8%
5%

23%

13%

22%

11%

22%

4%

14%

4%

3%

33%

10% 7%

25%

46%

11%

26%

Not applicable to me

I did this before the crisis

I have done this

I am thinking about doing this

I'm unlikely to do this

I will not do this

Used public 

transport more

Looked for 

new job
Looked to 

move house
Bought 

cheaper 

brands

Bought second 

hand clothing

Q ...and similarly, have you done any of these during the cost of living crisis? ? N=1215

Reduced 

takeaway/foo

d delivery 

orders

Changed 

energy 

supplier

Changed your 

regular 

supermarket



42% have started using less gas and energy to combat 

rising prices
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5% 9% 4%
10%

18%

7%

27%

8%

11%

4%

7%

14%

3%

11%

18%
11%

10%

10%

13%

7%

7%

42%

25%

22%

18%

17%

10%

6%

23%

16% 43%

21%

21%

19%

3%

5%

28%

15%

33%

18%

55%
46%

Not applicable to me

I did this before the crisis

I have done this

I am thinking about doing this

I'm unlikely to do this

I will not do this

Started home 

cooking

Reduced 

gas/energy 

use

Taken on a 

second 

job/more 

hours

Started 

baking

Driven less Walked or 

cycled more 

(e.g. to work)

Started 

having 

packed lunch 

at work

Q ...and similarly, have you done any of these during the cost of living crisis? ? N=1215


